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Analyst Unsure PS Vue Poised 
To Become ‘Major OTT Platform’
Sony PlayStation Vue is looking to change the pay TV game with last 
week’s launch of new set of “Slim” packages available on a national basis.

Unlike PS Vue’s multichannel packages available in the offering’s initial seven 
markets (New York, Los Angeles, Chicago, Philadelphia, San Francisco, Dallas 
and Miami), Sony’s new Slim packs don’t offer access to local broadcast-TV 
stations. However, Sony is trying to get around that by offering next-day VOD access to shows from NBC, 
Fox and ABC (with content from CBS becoming available at a later date) as it looks to hammer out deals 
with station groups that could eventually broaden PS Vue’s ability to deliver local signals.

Still, PS Vue’s programming gaps (A+E Networks-owned services aren’t yet part of the mix, 
either) and current device limitations (it’s currently supported on the PS3, PS4, Amazon Fire TV plat-
form, an app for iPads and iPhones, and optimized for the Google Chromecast adapter, with support 
for additional platforms in the works) left one analyst wondering if the OTT service will be successful 
in breaking out and becoming a major factor in the shifting pay TV landscape.

For more of this blog, please visit multichannel.com/March21. 

BLOG: THE BAUMINATOR“CBS is essential 
to any skinny 

bundle.” 
— Les Moonves, chairman and CEO 

of CBS, speaking last Tuesday 
(March 15) at the company’s 

investor day in New York. CBS also 
estimates that that it can rake in 

$800 million in additional revenues 
from OTT services over the 

next fi ve years. 
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OTT SHOWS STAYING POWER
Over-the-top subscription services have found their groove. 

In a fresh survey of more than 3,100 consumers, Digitalsmiths, the TiVo-owned maker of video search-and-recommendation systems, 
found that 54.4% of all respondents subscribed to an OTT service, a number that climbed to 59.1% among cord-cutters or cord-nevers. 

Netfl ix led the fi eld by a large margin, outpacing Amazon Prime, Hulu, HBO Now, and CBS All Access, among others (see chart). The 
Digitalsmiths Q4 2015 Video Trends Report also found that 90.2% of those surveyed who subscribe to a monthly OTT service use them on 
a daily basis. 

As for OTT service awareness, 51% said they knew of Hulu, compared to awareness of HBO Now (32.4%), Showtime’s new OTT ser-
vice (18.6%), CBS All Access (13.2%), Sling TV (11.4%), and PlayStation Vue (9.4%). 
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TECH TWEET
“Seriously, friends don’t share forehead grease.”  

— Dave Zatz (@DaveZatz), tech blogger, after advocating on Twitter that VR goggles should 
come in a two-pack, or that users should be allowed to make them with a 3D printer. 
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